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Chemical reaction and optical dynamics in the liquid phase are strongly affected b) specific 
solute-solrent interactions. The dynamical pan ofthis coupling leads to energy fluctuations. It 
films out that nonlineai optical spectroscopic techiques provide the key to map out the dynamics 
of the sdutcsdvent coupling undcrlyingthe optical lineshape In case dsoiutionr. pump-probe. 
mEient holc buming, re"nce Ranan scancrinp and photon echo h w  been extensively used. 
In this connibution,lve discuss the concept of photon echo in greater detail. 
Femtosecond photon echo i s  \re11 suited to probe salvation dynamics becillur it creates a time 
windowihmugh whichthia dynamical process CM be monirored. Forthe last several years, a v a s  
variety of difierent photon echo techniques that give the most direct access to the solvation 
dynamics process. have k e n  developed The '&nplest" experiment is n special way of 
performing time-integrated photon echo. the so-called echo-peak shift It war shoun that the 
most rrmarkablc feature a i  the echo pea*-shift is'tha: in many cases it reflects fably well the 
solvation dynamics at most of the time scales However. there are fundamental reasons far a 
complete failure af  this elperiment to represent the initial. most controversial pan of solvation 
dynamics. A more adlanced - and more difficult to accoiliplish - scheme employs time gating 
when the radiation mined by the sample due to inonlinear iiitcraction with the excitation pulses, 
ib mixed wilh a gatc pulsc in a nonlinear optical crystal In this way the cclio intensity pmfile is 
mapped out in time. from which the system's d y d o  at any time scale can he e d y  
reconatructPd 
Racically. both uforrmentioced techuques yield the information on the time scales of energy 
fluctuation around its mean position. tloirei er. they can in01 give an) information on the time- 
dependant changes of the mean energ) itself such a b  thc dynamical Stakes shifi. To do so. one 
needs IO h o u  thc initantiieou frequency (or the pha\r) o f  the induced nonlinear polarization. 
'ibis is accumplished by heterodyne detection ofthe pholon echo. The echo sipnai is mixed on 
the quadratic &rector with the local oscillato~ f ic ld ahich phase i5 locked la the echo. .Moreover. 
the heterodyne detected photon echo has been shown tu a l l w  performing very spccial 
experiments such as suppressing inreramolecular vibrationill mode(s) that obscure [he m e  
soh ation dynamics or exercising coherent control oyer nonlinear polariaauan It ha? k e n  also 
shown that the spectral interferometry pmvider the same infomation as heterodyne-detected 
echo. king less experimentally involved. 
The physics of the deduced correlation function is analysed in temis of under- and 
overdamped Brownian orcillatan, represenling intramolecular vibrations and solwnl motions. 
respectively. The spectral densit). ofthe solvent motions. which damhate the sol\.ation response, 
agxees well uith the spectral densily obtained f" optical K m  effect mmwemenls in the c u e  
ofacctonitrilr, but in the case ofethylene glycol and ather h, drogen-bonded sol~ents only the 
lowfrequency p m s  o~cdap .  This indicates that polarizability changes arc not the only ibtor  
de:ermining the effectiveness of the solute-salvent coupling. 'Ihe fact that only a fen Broumihn 
oscillato~i are needed to simulate the compicx optical dynamics of a dye molecule In solution 
d i d a r e s  the use of the multimode Bronnian oscillator model for liquid m.te dynamics. The 
folollm~ing ,tep n,ill he to project ths parametrimtion onto a more microscopic model. 
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